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Sonic Screwdriver is the official newsletter of 

New Postal Address :  
PO Box 8080, Rippleside VIC 3215 

Submissions: 
Post to above address or ... 

E-mail: 
sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 

Website: 
http://www.dwcv.org.au 

 

DWCV Forum: 
http://forum.dwcv.org.au 

Advertising: 
All advertising is at the discretion of the Club.  
Please send all enquiries to the club address  

Submission Deadline 
#170 

14th December 2008 
 

Late submissions held for next issue 

Pay Online! 
 

 
Dear Readers, 

This is just a friendly reminder for anyone you know 
who has not sent through their Membership 

Renewal or for anyone that you know who would 
like to join the DWCV and receive the remaining 

issues of Sonic Screwdriver for this year.    
 

You can now pay online through PayPal! 
Go to:  www.paypal.com.au    

 

Contact Graham Phillips on 0421 864523 for any 
other details (e.g. Family Membership Rates). 

 

Otherwise go to our website at:   
www.dwcv.org.au 

  

Membership with Our Club 
As a member of the club, you will receive six issues 

of the club magazine, Sonic Screwdriver, plus a 
Membership Card. Family Membership is available 
through our club for two to six people. This entitles 
the family to six issues of Sonic Screwdriver (one 
nominated address) plus Membership Cards for 

each person. Each Membership Card entitles you 
to discounts on Doctor Who merchandise at 

Minotaur and Gifts For The Geek, 5-10% varying. 

Welcome  

to our new members: 

If you wish to talk about yourself, what you 
do, need to sell - whatever, write in to    

Sonic and you could get your profile up 
and have a plug for your item.  
This is open to all members,  

so don't be shy! 

Fern Middleton 
Karin Albrecht 

Jen, Ron, Waadhi, & 
Yarramun Conole 

Aimee Collard 
Elliot Mann 
Jen Blyth 

Jamie Baxendine 
Riley Hillard 
Tim Burnett 

Russell Whitehead 
Val Szarek 
Owen Hall 

Mandy Johnson 
Debbie Wren 

Jordan Radomi 
Bella Bhaher 

Samuel Jennings 
Kalia Cosby 

Terence Hewens 
Katie Emms 

Wes Pederson 
Angus Sumner 

Huw Jones 
Ruby Anderson-Joyce 

Chris Milliken 

Proudly printed by Digital Print Centre at Melbourne Uni 
www.dpc.unimelb.edu.au 
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In this Issue ... 

 

 

Pages 2 to 3: 

Pages 4 to 5: 

Pages 6 to 7: 

Page 8: 

Page 9:  

Pages 10 to 12: 

Pages 13 to 16:  

Page 17:  

Pages 18 to 19:  

Page 20: 

Page 21: 

Pages 22 to 23:  

Pages 24 to 25:  

Page 26: 

Page 27: 

Page 28: 

In This Issue 

The Long, Long, Long Game 

River Song’s Diary 

Commander In Chief 

To Boldly Go ...  

Tate: Gamble with Comedy 

Doctor Who and the Auton 

Machinations 

Jack! of all trades 

Doctor Who Related Books 

Releases from Tower of Rassilon 

The Androgum Infection 

Archive Six 

DWCV Club News 

Mission to the Unknown 

River Song’s Photo Diary 

Sonic Details, Member Bios, and Contents 

From the Depths of the Editors’ Minds 

A Look into the Future of Doctor Who 

President’s Second Coming Report 

Local Groups, Prize Winners and Info 

Feature Article by Tim Hunter 

Original Graphic Novel by Manuel Bouw 

Fan Fiction by The Ghost Writer 

Spoilers! Torchwood Season Two Preview 

Reviewed by Michael “Num-lock” Young 

Upcoming DVD Release Schedule 

Original Fan Fiction by Kerry Irvin-Lister 

Companion Closure - Dearly Departed 

New DWCV Website & Sponsors 

Meeting and Committee Information 

Spoilers: SJA 2, DW SP 1, Torchwood 3 

With special thanks to the various photographers! 

 

 

We have had requests from some members who would like to have a full colour copy of some Sonic 
Screwdriver editions.  Firstly, thanks for the vote of confidence in what we are now producing!      

We are very proud of how Sonic is now looking which is a result of the current team effort that puts 
untold days and hours into every issue … the perfectionist in us is a VERY demanding task master! 

 

As a result we have researched our options and here is the offer: 
 

In every Sonic from this one onwards we will put in a cut off date for orders of full colour copies of 
that issue (usually two weeks after posting the Black and White version).  There will only be one 

chance to order colour copies as the size of the print run has a very strong impact on the price per 
copy … if only 1 copy is ordered as I have been doing for myself up to now,  

it will cost $20 for that one copy!  
 

A full colour copy of this Sonic Screwdriver #169 will cost you $12 including postage! 

Orders must be received by 29
th

 November 2008. 
 

Send your full payment through the PayPal process by this date clearly indicating that your 
payment is for:  Full Colour Sonic #169   

www.paypal.com.au   
For further details contact Treasurer ~ Graham Phillips as per Page 27 of this issue! 

FULL COLOUR 
Copies of  SONIC SCREWDRIVER now available! 
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For a while now my Doctor Who orders from amazon.co.uk sit unopened, the boxes gathering dust. I would 
like to watch them, but time sadly does not allow it. When I do sit watching the idiot’s lantern, the next 

generation graces its screen. Now I know this may shock some of you, but it feels quite refreshing letting a 
different show transport you from reality. From the start, I watch them again; all of them. Currently all good 
things come to an end, but that’s great as I want to get deep into space nine. Watching something different 

allows me to come back with a renewed vigor for the series. It also gave Austrek a new member. 
 

I abandon not, the TARDIS. Indeed, relative to time and space I would watch Sarah Jane if I possessed the 
time to do so and the space on my shelf for the DVDs. My problem seems to stem from the yearning to get 

outside and experience the joys life offers. I took holidays earlier last month, the first for over a year, and aside 
from catching up with tax, paperwork, and housework, I saw some lovely art exhibits in the city (the Art Deco 

exhibit took my breath away), a couple of musicals (Rocky Horror and Wicked) and just walked in the sunlight. 
 

Now aside from feeling great and broke, doing more mundane things such as updating the DWCV database, 
working on Sonic, and going to committee meetings now feel all that more worthwhile. The days of being a fan 
who sits in a darkened room seem long gone. We all work, live lives, and socialize; so much harder than being 

the old-style loner nerd. Indeed, the number of junior members joining the club must be unprecedented. 
Young fans are the future and their lives will fly with the pacing of the new series.  

 

The club, I feel pleased to report, reflects these changes. We get out and about, meet each other at meetings 
spread all over Victoria, but we also embrace the past. The local meetings allow for such a lovely family 

atmosphere which also helps the loner bad wolf fan interact on a smaller scale. Something for everyone. I just 
cannot wait to return to Doctor Who; I better start dusting. 

 

Ian A. Chapman ~ sonic_screwdriver@me.com ~ editor • administrator • fan 

Hi everyone!  Well, I have had so much to say throughout this issue that I have very little to add here except 
for … I hope you enjoy this issue as we are very proud of it and hopefully we are fulfilling our aim of making 

every issue better than the previous one. 
 

Thanks again to everyone who has given such positive and encouraging feedback on the previous issues… 
making full colour copies available now as a “special order offer” each issue is one response to this.  Our first 
“Letters to the Editors” appears this issue… the wonderful feature article from journalist Tim Hunter... news on 

our fab new website … ah, so many changes in the world and all will work out very well …. Just check in 
River Song’s Diary!   It is all go around here, so much work but so much fun!  Keep your wonderful 

contributions coming … keep selling the Club to everyone you meet …  
I hope to see you or hear from you all soon! 

 

Michael Young    ~    Sonic Editor  • Artistic Director  • Annoying Perfectionist  •  … etc … 

Every member who reads this magazine and thinks that they have an article, story, review, or artwork that 

they could write and would like published should feel free to submit their work. If in the years past you have 

submitted something that was not used, those editors never passed it on to us, so please submit it again. We 

would like nothing more than to have Sonic Screwdriver chock-full of original articles written by our own 

members.  

Any member who submits an article will be entered into a draw for a big prize to be awarded this 

Christmas. The more people who enter, the bigger the prize - so encourage fellow members to submit. 

The details will start to be revealed next issue, so get in not-so-early just in time! 

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 

Editor’s Master Plan 
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We have received a few interesting questions from members and have chosen two of the best to 
answer in this issue. The authors of any questions we choose to answer in Sonic will be each 
receiving in the mail a free oversized full-colour glossy post card/ calendar. Any and all questions 
are welcome, except if they involve explaining the whole Bad Wolf thing from season one! 

 

~ 
 

The first joint winner is Dannii from Ringwood, she asked: 
“…do you believe in the ending of Journey’s End where Rose is left back in the Alternate Universe with the 
other Doctor … will her character be happy with that?  And did you like that idea?  How do you read all 
these events? I am very tired of all the “companion in love with the Doctor” business of the first three years! 
…” 
 
MY: Very good question!  Personally, I was happy to see Rose leave at the end of Series 2, but the very young fans 
were always keen to see her return and I think her return for those last few episodes of Series 4 was a very good way to 
satisfy the young fans and put her character to rest.   Also for those who wanted her back … they got it, it is over, so 
they can all move on now. 
 

There was something noticeably different about Rose this year, not only did the character seem older, she also seemed 
a bit “over it” and perhaps it is because Billie Piper is also “over” Rose … maybe?    Wide-eyed Rose has now become 
cynical or jaded Rose! 
 

I am also very bored with all the “in love with the Doctor” carry on … that’s one reason I love Donna so much.  As for the 
Doctor leaving her behind again … I see it as Rose and the Doctor may have loved each other but clearly she was only 
enough to satisfy the Doctor’s human side, she could never be enough for the Time Lord side of the Doctor so she 
ended up with the very best she could ever possibly get, and I think Rose sees that now. 

 
IAC: To answer a different question, I think Steven Moffat hit the Sontaran in the proboic vent when he quipped “You 
have to hand it to the Doctor for dumping a slightly needy girlfriend by palming her off on a copy of himself [...] He tried 
leaving her in a parallel universe and that didn’t work!” 
 

While the casting of Billie Piper seemed a masterstroke against Christopher Eccleston, her eventual relationship with 
David Tennant’s Doctor added a new dimension to the series. When Rose fell into Doomsday’s parallel world, the 
parting of the ways never felt more painful; beautiful writing carved deep into emotions. Okay, we all knew Rose would 
eventually return, but whatever happened could only ever be a cheap imitation.  
 

The man Rose loved, with all her bleached blond heart, left Bad Wolf Bay in his police box. In his wake, he left behind a 
physical and, in essence, emotional clone. The difference, however, falls on the reality that this humanised Doctor 
contains our human flaws – most noticeably a tendency towards genocide. Will it last? No. This Doctor may reveal his 
one heart to her, but her feelings will falter as he grows away from her true, idolised object of adoration. 
 

Be that as it may, focusing on the reality misses the point of the emotional impact presented by the Doctor being forced 
by his nature to suffer alone, to make other peoples lives better.  

 

~ 
 

The other winning question comes from Sarah from Port Melbourne: 
“… as a recent recruit to the Doctor Who fan world I was wondering if the current companions remind you of 
any of the companions from the old series?...” 
 
MY: Yes!  I was thinking about this very thing recently.  For me, I think that Rose is like Jo Grant … blonde, untrained, 
feisty but very in awe of the Doctor.   Martha is like a mix of Liz Shaw and Leela … studied but adventurous and able to 
look after herself.  Donna is potentially another Sarah Jane for me, definitely if she had a longer period with the Doctor, 
because there was none of the “in love” kind of attitude from Sarah Jane.  Donna has so much more of a sister like 
relationship to the Doctor which is how I think it should always be.  We could also compare Captain Jack to Jamie, Adric 
or Ian but that would just be completely wrong!  As for others from the new series, I have never liked Mickey even when 
he was the “gay” Mickey he was still obnoxious.  Jackie I have always loved, miss her more than Rose! 

 
IAC: I think drawing parallels between companions misses the point and can actually be rather unbalanced between 
the classic and current series. Quite frankly the best written and well developed companion of the original series took 
the name of Ace. Her character followed a path of growth carefully thought through; her actions flowed from one story to 
the next, unlike the majority of traditional companions. Even popular ones such as Sarah Jane only gained dimension in 
the current series. So the only way left to compare can be for superficial reasons, which most companions would share. 
 

Be that as it may, Sergeant Benton slash Captain Jack, Dr Grace Holloway could be Martha Jones, I guess Donna 
could slip between Peri and Mel – actually forget that and try Tegan, Rose would be harder to place though Jo Grant 
probably fits best. Oh, and Mickey the Idiot could be Adric and Turlough could fit the brief of Adam. I think that covers 
everyone. If I felt mean, I would say Katrina moulds Jackie Tyler, but I am nice and I would not.  
 

Email your questions to:  sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au  for your chance to win! 
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Kath & Kim Cameo 

 
What a great headline!  No-one believed it when it was  

first rumoured that Kylie Minogue would be on Doctor Who either … 
 

The real story:   
It all started with the recent news that Russell T Davies suggested that Prince Charles was 
offered a cameo in Doctor Who, which was probably not even brought to the Prince’s  
attention but quickly declined by his “staff”, and then it ended up in all the papers … so now 
Prince Charles is fully aware of the offer and it is not impossible that he may change his mind 
in order not to look like a bad wolf. 
 

ABC 774 Radio in Melbourne featured the story and, as Editor of this magazine, they 
contacted me for my thoughts.  The segment went like this… 
 

Lindy Burns introduced the article in the papers where Russell T Davies jokingly called Prince 
Charles a “swine” for turning down a cameo in the program.  This was followed by an 
excellent sound bite that combined some past quotes from the Prince with lines from Doctor 
Who and some Daleks all backed with the theme music.  Lindy then introduced me as Editor 
of the magazine of the Doctor Who Club of Victoria called “Sonic Screwdriver” … 
 

LB:     Hello Michael, so what do you think about all this? 
MY:    Hi Lindy, well, after hearing that I am really disappointed that Charles did   

not agree to do the cameo, it sounded great! 
LB:     So if he had accepted the cameo, what role do you think he could have 

played? 
MY:    Well, he would have to be given his own Sonic Screwdriver to start with 

so he could fix the problems over there at the moment 
LB:      Could he be a companion do you think? 
MY:     I don’t know about that, usually companions are attractive females 
LB:     There have been male companions in the past 

… 
MY:    Yes, there has, Adric for example who was with Tom Baker and Peter 

Davison the fourth and fifth Doctors … and also Captain Jack more 
recently in Doctor Who and Torchwood … 

LB:     But he isn’t a real man is he … 
MY:    Oh, I think he is … 
 

MY:    Of course, Kylie Minogue made an appearance in the recent Doctor Who 
Christmas Special as well … 

LB: Yes, it is a long way from Neighbours for her … 
MY: Yes, and her movie appearances over the years have not always been 

the best but she was excellent in this Christmas Special … that featured 
a Starship Titanic almost crashing into Buckingham Palace so perhaps 
Prince Charles could have saved the day there instead of the Doctor … 

LB: It was a very popular episodes wasn’t it? 
MY: It was the highest rating Doctor Who episode at the time in the UK and 

also here for ABC1 as well, a very successful episode … and that all 
came about because Kylie’s Artistic Director, William Baker, was at a 
function with Russell T Davies and mentioned that Kylie would love to 
appear in Doctor Who.  William was a bit drunk at the time so Russell 
didn’t take it seriously, even though he loved the idea.  Then the next 
day William called the Producer and three weeks later it was all settled. 

 

LB: There have been other cameos as well? 
MY: Yes, but when I was thinking about who I would like to see do a cameo 

in Doctor Who, I thought of two options … Firstly, the Ninth Doctor, 
Christopher Eccleston appeared in another Sci-fi show Heroes along 
with George Takai who played Mr Sulu in Star Trek … so I thought it 
would be an appropriate payback if Mr Sulu appeared in Doctor Who … 

 

LB: Of course, what a great idea … 
MY: The other thought I had, which I would really love, would be to see Kath 

& Kim appear in Doctor Who …  (lots of laughter and agreement from 
Lindy) …  It would go something like:  “…look at moi, look at moi, Doctor, 
look at moi … what is that in your hand?”  “It’s a Sonic Screwdriver Kath”  
“Oh, that’s unusual, that’s different, that’s special, that’s noice …” 

LB: What would she use it for … to clean the tiles maybe? 
MY: Or to straighten all that curly hair she has … 
 

LB: Thank you Michael, great ideas there … we’ll get some suggestions from 
other listeners now on who they would like to see do a cameo in Doctor 
Who... 
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David Tennant has announced that he will leave the award winning BBC 
drama Doctor Who when he has completed the filming of four special 
episodes which will be screened in 2009 and early in 2010. 
 

David Tennant first appeared as The Doctor in 2005 and has gone on to 
star in three series and three Christmas specials as the tenth incarnation 
of the Time Lord. The BBC has confirmed that David will continue to play 
The Doctor in the four specials that will make up the 2009 series before a 
new Doctor takes over for Series 5. Tennant will also star in the Doctor 
Who Christmas Special titled The Next Doctor this year. 
 

David Tennant comments "I've had the most brilliant, bewildering and life 
changing time working on Doctor Who. I have loved every day of it. It 
would be very easy to cling on to the TARDIS console forever and I fear 
that if I don't take a deep breath and make the decision to move on now, 
then I simply never will. You would be prising the TARDIS key out of my 
cold dead hand. This show has been so special to me, I don't want to 
outstay my welcome. 
 

"This is all a long way off, of course. I'm not quitting, I'm back in Cardiff in 
January to film four special episodes which will take Doctor Who all the 
way through 2009. I'm still the Doctor all next year but when the time finally 
comes I'll be honoured to hand on the best job in the world to the next 
lucky git - whoever that may be. 
 

"I'd always thought the time to leave would be in conjunction with Russell 
T Davies and Julie Gardner who have been such a huge part of it all for 
me. Steven Moffat is the most brilliant and exciting writer, the only possible 
successor to Russell and it was sorely tempting to be part of his amazing 
new plans for the show. I will be there, glued to my TV when his stories 
begin in 2010. 
 

"I feel very privileged to have been part of this incredible phenomenon, 
and whilst I'm looking forward to new challenges I know I'll always be very 
proud to be the Tenth Doctor." 
 

Russell T Davies Executive Producer of Doctor Who comments "I've been 
lucky and honoured to work with David over the past few years - and it's 
not over yet, the Tenth Doctor still has five spectacular hours left! After 
which, I might drop an anvil on his head. Or maybe a piano. A radioactive 
piano. But we're planning the most enormous and spectacular ending, so 
keep watching!" 
 

Doctor Who returns to our screens on BBC this Christmas. The Next 
Doctor starring David Tennant, David Morrissey and Dervla Kirwan will be 
screened on the 25th December on BBC1.     : Sourced from the BBC 
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Old Mother - The Happiness Patrol 

 

 I am delighted to announce that Peter Davison will be visiting Melbourne for a convention on March 
21, 2009, courtesy of First Contact Conventions…at a venue to be decided. Peter’s first visit to 
Melbourne was in 1983, when he did signings in Myer, City and Southland stores. This will be a 
great opportunity for a whole new generation of our members to meet a visiting Doctor- for many, it 
will be the first time. A bonus is that Peter is so far the only Doctor to have a crossover between 
both the Classic and the New Series, as well as the association of having his daughter, Georgia 
Moffett appear as Jenny, The Doctor’s Daughter. You will be kept updated over the next few months 
with news of our Club’s involvement, as we receive more information. 

 

We’re already a third of the way into our new “committee year”, and I’m pleased to be getting 
positive comments from many unexpected quarters, and more importantly from our own members. 
We’re here to take care of you, and the change of direction in many key areas should continue to 
make the remainder of the year positive, reliable and enjoyable. Those  who have been attending 
the meetings at Northcote Town Hall have praised its location and facilities. It’s not the most 
economical venue, and we are glad of the subsidy that admission costs bring- it’s still early days and 
we’ll build up our attendances with your help. But we are not in the business of making a profit, and 
although we’re not yet breaking even by a long shot, the Club is in a position to support a few more 
meetings there, with medium to long-term viability determined by future attendances. One option is 
to maybe alternate  5-star Northcote with a 2-star hall in other locations- somewhere where we can 
be a bit noisier occasionally. Some “away missions” work and some don’t. Despite overwhelming 
enthusiasm upon the announcement of Galactic Circus, it was a lamentable fizzer on the day, with 
all of 5 people enjoying themselves.  
 

Local Group meetings have been very well received. We’ve had two already at Hughesdale and 
Fairfield, and have had offers already from Ashburton and Mooroolbark. I’m greatly in favour of 
taking our Club to the members, especially in outlying areas. The next step will be to take it to the 
public through PR events such as Robot’s Picnics (BYO Robots instead of teddy bears) in parks and 
beaches; displays in public libraries, and local press articles. We had a welcome bit of publicity in 
the Geelong News in September. We have 19 members on our new Facebook site. Sonic Laser is 
keeping us in touch with bulletins in between our increasingly attractive newsletter. Our new 
webmaster, David Rochwerger is working on a magnificent new website which will lift our profile no 
end  (should be ready by Christmas), and even the old forum has livened up. 
 

By the time you read this, Armageddon will have been and 
gone. Our Sunday Lunch to celebrate Doctor Who’s 45th 
anniversary will be coming up and as for the Christmas Party 
…all I will say for now is that one lucky person will take 
home a special door prize; the entertainment will be good; 
and start saving up your dollars for the auction- you’ll need 
them! 
 

         Judith McGinness. 

 

 

Peter Davison coming to Melbourne! 

Saturday March 21st 2009 

A huge event for Australian Doctor Who fans in 2009 will be the 
 materialisation of Fifth Doctor Peter Davison in Melbourne and Sydney. 

Full details will be supplied as the bad wolf informs us, so the information 
will filter down in Sonic Screwdriver and also our Sonic Laser eMail. 

 

www.firstsontactconventions.com.au 

Fifth Doctor coming to Melbourne & Sydney! 
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      To Boldly Go ... 

 

Well the first of the informal meetings hit surprisingly well, considering only those who have an active eMail on 
the DWCV database received the news. We received just under a dozen guests, most members, some 
partners and soon-to-be-members. The informal nature certainly made partners of fans feel less outcast than 
usual, so I foresee a string of these informal, relaxed meetings becoming a real hit. The structure Edwin 
provided allowed viewings for those who wanted, but the rest of us just nosed through his impressive 
collection and chatted about our own. Judith answered a whole series of questions of the formation of the 
club, and early science-fiction fandom in general. I think we all left a little wiser by the end of the afternoon. 
 

I think the best part of this form of meeting comes from allowing people to talk and become friends. While 
there are many well established friendships within this club, for newer or shyer members this personal 
atmosphere comfortably allows conversation where otherwise individuals can just get misplaced in a town hall. 
Both styles of meetings add colour to the club, and I believe that by having this refreshing mix of classic style 
and hall meetings the club will continue to offer more to its members. After all, home meetings started this 
club, it would be a shame to lose this heritage.  
 

The Galactic Circus meeting, as expected, held a reasonably low turnout thanks to falling a day after some 
footy game. Those who attended enjoyed the games, I for one stuck to a Family Guy pinball table. After we 
spent our disposable cash, we popped upstairs to the food court and talked about the new website which 
should be launched in time for the 45

th
 anniversary of the series. It shall be far more interactive than the 

painfully outdated one which gathered dust the past few months. Slowly, our internet presence grows – 
yesterday the forum, Facebook today, tomorrow the world! 
 

More recently, the meeting at Mark’s went well with several members attending his dwelling. The selection of 
themes we heard led to interesting discussion, with a general consensus that we could all agree on a hot cup 
of coffee with far more ease that the superior version of the classic music. After looking over his merchandise, 
oh shyness troubled us not, we settled down to watch Attack of the Cybermen. Well, I say watch, but we 
provided a most unwelcome audio commentary that somehow ended up centering on an Art Deco exhibit 
which ran at the Arts Centre last month.  Again, late notice for this meeting resulted in there being enough 
chairs for everyone, but more local meetings will be announced.  
 

I am now thrilled to announce that details of the next two planned meetings can be found listed at the back of 
this issue on Page 27.  You will love the Robots Picnic for New Year’s Eve and there is also another new  
local meetings down in Ashburton.  The next issue of Sonic Screwdriver will have quite a large section 
devoted to these meetings, including one in a soon to be finished home in the western suburbs!   
 

Remember if you would like to host a local meeting (does not need to be in your home) just send your details 
to sonic_screwdriver@me.com and we will publish your details in the next issue (you can limit them to 
phone/eMail requests).  Please note that for the next issue, meetings can be held up until the end of March. 

 

This year’s Christmas party will be held on December 20th. There will be a raffle and auction presented by the 
club. If you would like something placed in the auction let us know so we can organize everything, though late 

items will be accepted. If you would like to have a table to sell your own items, please contact the event 
organizer. We look forwards to seeing you all there! 

 

AUGUST:   DOOR PRIZE ~ Sonic Screwdriver Torch ~ GRAEME MARKS 
RAFFLE ~ Davros Plate ~ JUDITH MCGINNESS 

               Sonic Screwdriver Torch ~ DIANA MACKRILL 
 

SEPTEMBER:   Away Mission ~ NO RAFFLES 
 

OCTOBER:   DOOR PRIZE- 2009 Calendar ~ LOUISE HUDSON 
RAFFLE- Martha Doll ~ AUSTIN MARKS 

              TARDIS T-Shirt ~ KARIN ALBRECHT 
 

ARMAGEDDON:  NEW MEMBER DRAW ~ Talking Cyberman Helmet ~ OWEN HALL. 

Local Groups for Local People 

Congratulations to the latest Prize Winners! 

Christmas Auction 
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By Tim Hunter 

 

Catherine Tate caused quite a bit of controversy this year with her role as 
companion Donna Noble in Doctor Who. Her first appearance was as the 
Runaway – and rather grumpy – Bride in the 2006 Christmas Special, where 
she literally gate crashed the TARDIS after the Doctor’s emotional farewell to 
Billie Piper’s Rose, now stuck in a parallel world. Her aggressive presence 
was an unwelcome intrusion, both for the mourning Doctor, and for shattered 
viewers and fans.  
 

The fans weren’t exactly happy with Donna. Many people thought her 
comedy persona, most famously from her own comedy sketch show, wouldn’t 
work in Doctor Who, despite its flexible format, and were relieved when 
Donna chose not to accompany the Doctor on his travels. She was seen as a 
novelty character, suitable only for the lighter-toned Christmas Special – and 
even then she divided audiences. 
Instead, the Doctor met medical student Martha Jones, who travelled in the 
TARDIS for the 2007 season, and had a brief dalliance with Kylie Minogue on 
the spaceship Titanic in last year’s Christmas outing, Voyage of the Damned. 
Then it was announced that Tate would be reprising her role as Donna for the 
2008 season, and the naysaying from the critics started up again. 
 

But looking back, this isn't such a silly idea. Since 2005, every season of this 
newly energised Doctor Who has had a different line-up for the Doctor and 
his trusty companion. Now, that’s not a bad thing; the show has always 
thrived on change, but by bringing Donna back, already an established 
character, also brought a level of familiarity. This meant the creative team 
could concentrate on developing her character rather than having to 
introduce yet another new face aboard the TARDIS. 
 

Some people, a small but vocal group of hardcore Who fans, saw this as a 
nail in the coffin for the show, and started using this as a platform to suggest 
that it was time Executive Producer and Head Writer, Russell T Davies, 
moved on. Online blogs, message boards and Facebook groups were alive 
with spirited and often vitriolic debate about Tate’s presence in the TARDIS, 
and Davies’ suitability to remain, despite his role in reviving the show to start 
with. People still did not believe that Tate would work, worried that some of 
her comedy characters, such as Nan and Lauren, and catchphrases like "Am 
I bovvered?" and "How very dare you!" would bleed through into Donna. The 
fact that Tate has also had her fair share of dramatic roles, such as Bleak 
House, was forgotten. But there were still those who had faith in both Tate, 
and Davies, to give her a chance, and kept the Who flag flying. 
 

So, how did Donna fare in the TARDIS then?  
Her first episode, Partners in Crime, was necessarily light as a season 
opener, with its fair share of comic moments, both from Tate and Tennant, 
but it did prove that as a duo, these two were a force to be reckoned with. 
Opinions were still divided, with some fans commenting online that Tate’s 
performance was “cringe worthy”, and that the show was progressively 
getting worse every season, while others, initially sceptical of Donna, were 
won over. 

 

I am very pleased to be able to include the following article  
in this issue of Sonic Screwdriver. 

The writer, Tim Hunter, pictured above wearing his best Jon Pertwee 
outfit, is a journalist who, among other things, writes for The Age  

newspaper and also has regular segments on radio station JOY 94.9.  
The following article expresses so brilliantly what I would like to say 

about Catherine Tate’s time on Doctor Who, far better than I could do 
myself.  This is also a great way to give an overview of Series Four 
and provides a different and interesting perspective of this highly  

    successful year of our favourite TV Show!                      MY 
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Tate: Doctor Who’s Gamble with Comedy 

By Tim Hunter 

 

Her next episode, The Fires of Pompeii, saw her visiting the ancient city the 
day before Volcano Day, and while there were still some comic moments, 
this was the first time we saw a different side to Donna. Here was a 
companion that wasn’t falling in love with the Doctor, or just toeing the line, 
but one who was down-to-earth and pragmatic. She took the Doctor to task, 
and didn't let him get out of a pickle with a flippant throwaway line. Hints 
about how Donna would develop were also seeded here, notably the 
prophecy about ‘something on her back’.  
 

By the time Donna went to her first alien world in Planet of the Ood, Tate 
really began to shine. Donna’s initial revulsion with the dying tentacle-
mouthed Ood was soon replaced with compassion and sorrow, and she 
demonstrated that she too is just as good as the Doctor when it comes to 
thinking on her feet. No longer was she the narrow-minded, whining bride of 
the Christmas Special, but a woman adapting and growing as the Doctor 
opened her eyes further. Even more fans were won over by Tate’s 
performance, forced to eat their hasty words online. 
 

It was then back to Earth in The Sontaran Stratagem, and Donna not only 
met previous companion Martha Jones, but also had to deal with UNIT and 
the Sontarans, potato-head monsters from the original series. Rather than 
being sidelined with so many other characters appearing, Donna got some 
great scenes; she gives the Doctor another kick in the pants, and uses her 
initiative to help work out what’s going on. Donna’s gaining confidence now; 
she’s becoming more than just a doe-eyed tag-along like Rose or Martha. 
  
Even when she was trapped on the Sontaran ship in The Poison Sky, 
terrified and alone, she celebrated her victory over the Sontaran sentry with 
a gutsy ‘Back of the neck!’ Here was someone, just an ordinary person well 
out of their depth realising that they do have the power and the ability to deal 
with this new life full of aliens and danger. 
 

The Doctor’s Daughter also saw Donna bringing a touch of the domestic and 
ordinary into an alien scenario. In spite of the genetic extrapolation that 
creates Jenny from the Doctor’s DNA, and the scientific mumbo-jumbo  
surrounding that, Donna cuts through the crap, so to speak, gives Jenny her 
name, and understands not only who she is, but identifies the Doctor’s ‘New 
Dad Syndrome’ too – and again doesn’t let him get away with it. And to top it 
all off, her affinity with filing systems and numbers helps her solve the 
mystery at the episode’s core. 
 

Donna’s trip to the 1920s in The Unicorn and the Wasp demonstrated once 
again how much she is enjoying travelling in the TARDIS, and really gave 
Tate the opportunity to have fun with Donna, but also show her other 
qualities as well. Not only do we get her wonderfully funny ‘Flapper or 
slapper?’ line, but she has great fun meeting Agatha Christie, and her canny 
‘Copyright, Donna Noble’ observations spoke volumes about her 
development since joining the Doctor. And of course it’s Donna who 
destroyed the Vespiform when the Doctor couldn’t – a controversial move 
that saw some fans and commentators criticising her callousness. But for 
Donna, it was the only solution, and one she would defend. 
 

It was Donna’s curiosity and compassion that were developed in Steven 
Moffat’s two-parter, Silence in the Library and Forest of the Dead – that and 
her application of brute force in opening wooden doors where sonic 
screwdrivers prove powerless. While she was thrilled with the idea of the 
library, the eerie silence unsettled her – but not enough to stop her making 
time for Miss Evangelista, Lux’s pretty but simple assistant. When she met 
her fate at the unseen hands of the Vashta Nerada, Evangelista’s thoughts 
were of Donna and her kindness. 
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Maybe it was this that CAL had stored in its memory somewhere, and ‘saved’ Donna in its virtual world, where 
an imperfectly version of Miss Evangelista found her and brought her up to speed with where she was. 
 

Donna wasn’t left unscathed by her experiences in the library, and she could tell the Doctor wasn’t either; 
something they were able to share. The presence of professor River Song, a figure from the Doctor’s future, 
shook them both up – hints of the future didn’t bode well for Donna, and it forced the Doctor to face his future, 
a heavy weight for him to bear. 
 

So it’s not surprising that Donna spends the next episode relaxing by a pool on the planet Midnight, while the 
Doctor found things getting a little too close for comfort on the Crusader 50. Just as well that Tate had little to 
do in Midnight, because she was centre stage in the next episode, Turn Left. And this was where Tate really 
proved her worth to anyone who was still umming and ahhing about her as a companion.  
 

In a brilliant piece of writing, where Donna lives a parallel life without the Doctor, not only do we see how much 
she has changed as a character, but we’re also shown that a universe without the Doctor scarcely does bear 
thinking about. The ‘Doctor-lite’ episodes have been met with mixed responses, but here, the absence of 
David Tennant is hardly felt, so powerful is Tate’s performance. Here she is, the most normal person in the 
world, and still the most important person in the world – something that will become more apparent in the next 
two episodes. Oh, and we finally get to see what that Pompeii prophet was on about. 
 

And so we get to The Stolen Earth and Journey’s End. To begin with, it seems that both the Doctor and Donna 
are sidelined investigating Earth’s disappearance with the Shadow Proclamation, while all the Doctor’s 
previous companions are fighting on the ground. Even when Donna is sitting like a cold pie on the steps, 
feeling useless, she’s the one who triggers the Doctor’s train of thought with a casual (but running theme) 
aside about the bees disappearing. And it’s Donna, in the second episode, again seemingly out of the picture 
in the TARDIS with a copy-Doctor, and then later apparently knocked out by Davros, who saves the day, 
having absorbed some of the Doctor’s energy and thoughts during the regeneration crisis, and becoming, as 
the Ood predicted, DoctorDonna, and again, the most important person in the universe. 
 

But then after her triumph came Davies’ heartbreaking coda. The Time Lord/human fusion just couldn’t last, 
and to save Donna’s life, the Doctor had to wipe her memory of all the time she had spent with him; gone, just 
like in her alternative life in Turn Left. And so she was back, the loud, obnoxious, ignorant Donna, destined to 
never know the life she had, the bravery, compassion and brilliance she’d displayed, or the lives she saved, 
and the difference she’d made. And that is worse than death; never knowing or realising her potential. 
 

So not only did Davies know exactly what he was doing by bringing Donna back, but had it all mapped out, 
with credible character development, and a story arc that saw Donna – and Tate – having the time of her life. 

Tate: Doctor Who’s Gamble with Comedy 

By Tim Hunter 
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Machinations 

 
Civilization – quite over rated. I sip tea harvested from dead world in a glass made, oh, centuries ago. If I felt like it, I 

could go back and save them. I could pick up a full set of glasses while I toyed with time. Some days, I want to; no, need to. I 
need to let their lives balance on my breath. Better off they are, these children with fleeting lives. My guidance enriches them, 
allows them to feel my power. This tea, the taste changes as it cools. My fingers too, no longer feel the heat pressing into my 
pours. One last swallow, before I walk outside my prison. Sure, space and time may seem infinite to some, but the limits, the 
constraints. I need more, what, dimensions? Why not, life would be more interesting. 

Solitude, most welcome. People mean an audience; for them, why must I sing. I need them less than I want them; 
inevitably, they provide a means to an end. Not this time. The ones who spurned me died while I hid. A hollow victory; I wanted 
them to understand. Still, this world of ash bathed in radiation, warms me. Wisps of energy pass my lips; soon my gift of life will 
rebuild this world. Strand of hair, blow away. The reactor, I see it now. 

Summoning shadows, the silhouettes of souls; the young fools knew nothing. Out of the water, down from the trees; 
they could scarcely talk before ripping a window into the void. They looked. Some worshiped, some shrieked. Today I did 
nothing. For a life, I did nothing. I could see this coming, from the night I crashed through time, through space. The tearing of 
the vortex; it burned. I could have helped, I could have saved them. That never works. Not for me. The Doctor calls, meddles. 
Ruins the lives of billions; torments mine. His rules, his way; I did nothing. 

Today I did nothing. For a life, I did nothing. I watched this world crumble as they opened the curtain. Time flowed as 
the Doctor demanded. A quiet word here, a whisper there and their terrorists blew the reactor. Admittedly having remnants of a 
time capsule near by may have helped, but it crashed as time demanded. Juicy debris left for any aspiring scientist to find. Two 
flights of stairs. I should rest a little. 

I am old. My patience grew. My beard did not. Seeing it all, the vortex, I understood it. Shaping the future, takes a 
breath not a bomb. I hoped the sun would set; too poetic, indeed, indulgent. Still, this dead world will live tomorrow – in a manor 
of speaking. Young eyes, not these shall witness. Up the stairs, to the crack in the window; dimensional rifts need more than a 
sprinkling of radiation and vortex. Life, the loss thereof; my gift brings a greater world. Peace, no war. There shall be no 
fighting, not bleeding or pain. The Doctor would be proud. I played with his rules; I see how he conquers. 

The window; a pyramid trapped in a sphere. Technical wizardry to all bar me; possibly held a careless conversation 
with a brilliant physicist. I blush at the thought, least I could if my blood still flowed. I collapse as my organs melt. Breathtaking, 
agonizing, final; my throat draws in breath. Eyes open, not mine. Pyramid slicing beyond the vortex, chipped and dented. Far 
further than my old eyes saw. New eyes welcome tones of black, shades of black, a hint of darkness; all begging for light. 
Pleading, my hearts bleed. Light flows through my veins, pumping where blood does not flow. Bones, flesh, eyes and soul; I 
give them all with love.  

I melt into the darkness as I shine with gold. I hear a crack. I see no more. 
 

~ 
 

There blazes a world filled with shameful colours. They try to break into tranquillity, why? Our domain, black ice and 
whispers, stretches until it does not matter. Neither powerful, nor weak, peace existed since before and after. Light slices into 
our world, its blood flowing into black hole. The pain, so freely given, blinds my shadow. A rhythm beating, swirls around the 
light; deafens my echo. This attack, far worse than before, cannot be forgiven. They have no right; leaving us disabled, deaf 
and blind, they hate. I still feel them. Particles puncture my shadow, without it I cease to exist. I must move towards the pain, 
together with my legion. The tear, so wide the torrent of luminosity must already be legend. Still the glare drains down into the 
darkness, speeding at leisure into eternity. 

I feel hollow, so light, as we penetrate the breach. I do not want revenge, but the beat, the permanent flash; they must 
cease. Their weapon now smolders beneath my darkness. But it does not, the light still trickles out. We must go further, this 
world hurts itself. Shards of pain scream from, I do not know. Blanket the world, cast our shadows and help save this quiet, 
beating planet.  

A species of creature on this lifeless, now soothing, home of a world must exist. I feel bodies beneath me; they must 
once have been alive. How can they, why would they, assault so viciously our dimension. For this world cannot exist back in 
the darkness, everything seems so solid, deep, and textured. In this lack of light, our darkness, I wish I could see this world. It 
may even have its own beauty, or failing that, answers.  If these truly misshapen organisms no longer move, then what 
meaning did this attack justify? 

Now we glide across their sky, I feel the frost of harmony beneath me. Heat radiates above in the noise of the 
vacuum, not even that mutes the drums. We have a gift, ours to give. Maybe then our shadows see and echoes hear. Until then 
a corpse still glows under the rift; our darkness must be theirs. 

 

~ 
 

Every time I die, I see the darkness. Not totally dark, rather, not totally alone, the darkness feels, somehow exists. 
Hey, why that surprises me after so much death, my death, I do not know. Still, this time felt wrong. In the darkness, there 
shone a beam of wispy light. Instead of unbalanced whispers, there beat the sound of drums. I think this time felt worse. It 
smelt. 

Philosophising over my deceased dimension can wait. First I need pants. Where did I leave them? Ah, on the balcony. 
Good party, hope I did not scare the host. It does seem awfully dark tonight; least I am here to brighten the night. Now, time to 
get a drink. And pants, must remember pants. Ooh, lime vodka. Nice. Wait, that sound. The music, the beat does not fit. “I'm a 
marionette, everybody's pet, just as long as I sing.” >>Bah-du du-dumb<< Why does that beat play? >>Bah-du du-dumb<< “I'm 
a marionette; see my pirouette, round and round.” >>Bah-du du-dumb<<. I know that beat.  

In the darkness, it should not sound there. Out of the darkness, I heard it here. The Master, does nobody die 
anymore, other than those who deserve to live? The stars; I must get to that balcony. Two flights of stairs, better take two at a 
time. Now, to slam open the door and look dramatic. Ianto and Heart, still here, though they could have waited. I take it from the 
raised eye-brows that my theatrical entrance probably needed pants – not to mention the rest. Still, their attention lingered only 
momentarily as they once again… no time for that. 

Look at the stars. Thousands still burn bright, but not all. Far too gloomy for a clear night, a little chilly too – though 
that maybe comes from a different problem. Right, get dressed. Stars die, as do worlds, but to crumble at this rate? This, 
darkness, I suspect turning on a light will matter little if suns dissolve. I cannot even wait. I need to reach the stars, or die trying. 

Better still, I could save myself a trip. I only need die, just for longer than usual. I need a doctor who can kill me; I 
wonder if Martha returned from Dårlig Ulv Stranden. A quick call will sort that out, now to prepare for the death dimension. This 
time I shall wear pants. 
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Jack!   … of all trades … 

Spoilers!  Spoilers!        Torchwood  2.6 ~ 2.13         Spoilers!  Spoilers! 

Torchwood: Series 2 
 

2.6 ~ Reset 
Martha arrives at Torchwood which shakes up the team as she takes a major role in 
this episode.  Alan “everywhere” Dale also stars in this episode as the head of           
a company called the “Pharm” where they have developed a miracle cure that is 
made from an alien.  Martha infiltrates the compound and ends up almost loosing her 
life.  There are a lot of Doctor Who references in this one and we also see a 
strengthening of the relationship between Tosh and Owen.  Rating:  9 out of 10  
 

  

Declassified 2.6   (12 minutes)      
About Martha joining Torchwood for three episodes and also about Alan Dale and what hap-
pens to Owen at the end.  Features interviews and comments from Freema Agyeman 
(Martha), John Barrowman (Jack), Russell T Davies, Ashley Way (Director), Gareth David-
Lloyd (Ianto), Burn Gorman (Owen), Alan Dale, Richard Stoked (Producer), and Mike Crowley 
(Special    Effects).   Rating: 8 out of 10 … educational! 
 
  

2.7 ~   Dead Man Walking  
Jack goes into the lair of the Weevils to find the other Resurrection Glove in order to 
bring Owen back to life, sort of, sort of not!  Owen is tortured by something in the 
darkness inside of him.  He is learning to deal with his new “existence”  … as King of 
the Weevils.  Death is trying to reach into the world through Owen and Martha is 
aged 60 years.  An amazing twist and change of direction from this episode.   
Rating: 9 out of 10. 
 

  

2.8 ~   A Day In The Death  
Dead Owen gets tested by the team to prove that he is not a threat to them but he is 
struggling with the whole “living dead” thing.  This story is brilliantly told through his 
conversation with a girl attempting suicide.  A powerful episode full of sadness and 
tragedy.  Eventually he becomes useful again to the team.  Martha leaves, for now.  
Rating: 9 out of 10. 
 

  

Declassified 2.8  (13 minutes) 
About creating and defining the  “dead” Owen.  The jump into the bay and filming under the 
water. Also the scene with the dying old man.  Featuring comments from Burn Gorman 
(Owen), Richard Briers (Henry Parker),  Joseph Lidster (Writer), Andy Goddard (Director), 
Richard Stokes (Producer), Ray Holman (Costume Designer) and James Leigh (Underwater 
Camera Operator).     Rating: 8 out of 10 … interesting! 
 
 

2.9 ~   Something Borrowed  
Gwen and Rhys’ wedding day.  Few weddings run smoothly but this one is beyond 
any other wedding day drama … as we would expect!  Gwen ends up pregnant with 
an alien egg and off the chaos goes.  A great episode with lots of twisty, turny       
moments of humour and horror.  Some strong emotional moments as well.   
Rating: 9 out of 10. 

Hey there again ….  Captain Jack    (the Alternate DWCV Universe  
version)  here again!   Well, it has been four months since the first part of my 
Torchwood preview/review, so rudely interrupted by the arrival of Season 4 of  

Doctor Who … an interruption that none of us mind since there is nothing as good as 
the original and best!   So now I return to where I left off to cover what has been a 

very strong second year for the first Doctor Who adult spin off…   
 

The biggest annoyance that we now have to deal with here in Australia is that Channel 10 has 
treated this second series of Torchwood with complete contempt and disregard for this gold 

that they have in their possession … it has been shafted straight to the very limited audience on 
their HD only service without even giving it a chance on normal free-to-air at a decent time slot.  

Outrageous behaviour which they have also inflicted on other sci-fi shows such as Battlestar 
Galactica and The 4400 … just don’t buy it and give it to a network that will treat it with the  

respect it deserves!   Still, the best revenge is that the box set of season 2 of Torchwood is 
now available to buy here so who needs Channel 10 anyway!  
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Declassified 2.9  (12 minutes) 
Filming on location -  the wedding, stunts, the humour.  Gwen, Rhys and Jack.  The Nostrovite.  
Plus a preview of the next episode.  Featuring comments from Kai Owen (Rhys), Eve Myles 
(Gwen), John Barrowman, Russell T Davies, Nerys Hughes (Brenda Williams), Phil Ford 
(Writer), Ashley Way (Director), Richard Stokes (Producer), and Mike Crowley (SFX Supervi-
sor).   Rating: 7 out of 10  
 
 

2.10 ~   Out Of The Rain  
The night travellers find their way to Cardiff one rainy night and take possession of an 
old cinema.  Another interesting and creative episode with suspense and horror.  A 
very strong episode for Ianto who is given much more attention this season, and de-
servedly so.    Rating: 9 out of 10. 
 

  

Declassified 2.10  (13 minutes) 
About creating and shooting the circus.  Defining the  “dead” Owen.  The jump into the bay and 
filming under the water. Also the scene with the dying old man.  Featuring comments from Burn 
Gorman (Owen), Richard Briers (Henry Parker),  Joseph Lidster (Writer), Andy Goddard 
(Director), Richard Stokes (Producer), Ray Holman (Costume Designer) and James Leigh 
(Underwater Camera Operator).     Rating: 8 out of 10 … interesting! 
 
 

2.11 ~   Adrift  
A boy disappeared seven months ago.   Gwen gets involved in the follow up and with 
the grieving mother.  Some further revelations here about the rift and other secrets 
that Jack hides from them all.  Features some amazing beautiful scenes filmed in 
Cardiff Bay.  We get to see more of PC Andy in this one as well as some brief fun 
scenes with the other cast. A tragedy and a horror.  Rating: 9 out of 10 … strong! 
 

  

Declassified 2.11  (10 minutes) 
About the story, the filming, how it all relates to the characters.  Also about PC Andy and Jo-
nah.  Featuring comments from Eve Myles (Gwen), Russel T Davies, Chris Chibnall (Writer 
and Co-producer), Mark Everst (Director), Tom Price (PC Andy), Ruth Jones (Nicki), and Rich-
ard Stokes (Producer).   Rating: 8 out of 10 … interesting! 

 
 

2.12 ~   Fragments  
Jack is back in the 1800’s and back to old Torchwood Cardiff.  A journey into all their 
pasts which explains a lot about Jack, Tosh, Ianto and all.  A brilliant episode that 
sets everything up for the big finale.   Rating: 10 out of 10 … revelations! 

  
 

Declassified 2.12  (10 minutes) 
About creating the explosion, filming Jack in Victorian times.  Also about Tosh, Owen and Ian-
to.  Featuring comments from John Barrowman (Jack), Burn Gorman (Owen), Naoko Mori 
(Tosh), Gareth David-Lloyd (Ianto), Chris Chibnall (Writer), Russell T Davies, Jonathan Fox 
Basset (Director), and Richard Stokes (Producer).     Rating: 9 out of 10 … revealing! 

 
 

2.13 ~   Exit Wounds  
Captain John takes revenge, or does he?   Brilliant, tying together the themes of the 
season.  Power, traumatic, devastating.  Keep the secret as long as you can … hav-
ing no idea what the end result is makes this such an amazing and tragic episode.  I 
watched it three times and cried six times!  Rating: 10 out of 10 … heartbreaking! 

  
 

Declassified 2.13  (11 minutes) 
About the return of Captain John, Gray and the ending.  Featuring comments from John Bar-
rowman (Jack), James Masters (Captain John), Naoko Mori (Tosh), Eve Myles (Gwen), Burn 
Gorman (Owen), Chris Chibnall (Writer), Ashley Way (Director), Richard Stokes (Producer), 
and Lachlan Neibov (Gray). Ray Holman (Costume Designer) and James Leigh (Underwater 
Camera Operator).     Rating: 9 out of 10 … sad! 
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Jack!   … of all trades … 

Spoilers!  Spoilers!        Torchwood  2.6 ~ 2.13         Spoilers!  Spoilers! 

And so ends the second year of Torchwood ... better than the first for 
me.  They even took me from hating Owen to loving him and Ianto 

really grew this year.  Next year we will only have five episodes all in 
one week as the one story and Martha will return …  bring on 2009!     

Hopefully next issue I will be introducing you to the brilliant new BBC 
Wales series MERLIN which has many Doctor Who tie ins! 

See you all next time! …  Jack!       
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Reviews by Michael Young 

 

Ghosts of India by Mark Morris  
 

India 1947, the Doctor  and Donna get caught up in the 
violent time at the end of the British dominance  over the 
country.  Further chaos surrounds the appearance of “half
-made men” who are  making people disappear into thin 
air on behalf of a ruthless alien intruder. 
 

At first I was thinking it was a Martha story as the charac-
ter was a little ambiguous in the initial chapters but then 
Donna shone through as her usual self, though I would 
have liked to see more from her character in this one.  
Some very good supporting characters, the best of them 
being Ghandi himself … wonderful to see him so solidly 
woven into the story and his response to the strange 
events the Doctor leads him into was very believable.   
 

This is the first Donna novel that I have read and I hope 
we will get more than the three currently released.  There 
is huge potential for her adventures with the Doctor even 
if she has left the TARDIS on screen. 
 

Rating:  9 out of 10  …. Well crafted! 

 Upcoming Reviews ... 

Doctor Who ~ The Writer’s Tale 
The untold story of the BBC series 

The Many Hands ~ by Dale Smith 
 

Edinburgh in the 1700’s where strange events see the dead walking 
and the Doctor and Martha caught in the middle of the mayhem, as 
usual.  Another delightful “historical” which is all action from start to 
finish.  Martha and the Doctor are separated for much of the novel 
and what they find individually leads to the combined solution. 
 

A brief encounter with Benjamin Franklin before he went off to the 
“new world” and turned it on it’s head.  Then we are involved in a 
“monsters on the loose” tale that is in some ways reminiscent of the 
recent DVD release The Brain Of Morbius.  A good, solid adventure 
with some interesting twists and turns.        
 

Rating:  8 out of 10  …. enjoyable! 

The amazing 500+ page book from Russell T Davies based on emails and 
SMS messages between him and journalist Benjamin Cook.  It is a     

mammoth book that goes under deep cover into the creative process that 
resulted in Doctor Who series four.  Full of revelations and controversial 
comments, this is a MUST READ book for all fans of Doctor Who  and   

provides an unmatchable insight into the tortured genius of Russell T Davis 
… one of the greatest creative geniuses of 21st century television ...! 
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#
Recently rescheduled due to production delays. 

*Confirmed for one Christmas Special in 2008, four 90 minute Specials in 2009 
with season five in 2010 featuring a new Doctor for 13 full length episodes. 

Classic Series 1963 - 1989 

Title Australia England News 

The War Machines 6th of November 25th of August  

Four to Doomsday 4th of December 15th of September  

Trial of a Time Lord
#
 January 29th of September Season 23 Box Set 

Battlefield February 29th of December  

The Rescue 
The Romans 

April February 2009 Double Set 

Twin Dilemma 
Attack of the Cybermen 

Not so early 2009 Early 2009  

New Series 2005 - 2010 * 

Title Australia England News 

Series 4, Volume 4 6th of November 1st of September Vanilla Edition 

Season Four Complete 4th of December 17th of November Special Box Set 

Series 5, Volume 1 29th of June 9th of March 2009 Special & Confidential 

Torchwood 

Title Australia England News 

Series One and Two ~ 10th of November Combined Packaging 

Series Three Spring 2009 Middle of 2009 Mini-Series Box Set 

Sarah Jane Adventures 

Title Australia News England  

Season 1 Box Set No released planned Special Box Set 10th of November 

Doctor Who Torchwood Sarah Jane K9 

5 x 90 min : 13 x 45 min 5 x 45 min 12 x 30 min 26 x 30 min 
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    The Androgum Infection 

  
Jamie sighed heavily and closed the door of one of the TARDIS rooms. He had never seen the Doctor like this 

before. For weeks they had been travelling without stopping anywhere. It was quite unusual for the TARDIS to be 
travelling so long. The Doctor had always got itchy feet and wanted to visit somewhere. But this time, the Doctor had 
fiddled with the controls of the TARDIS and left without saying a word. Jamie had a million questions he wanted to ask the 
Doctor. But he had been acting strangely ever since. Strange even for the Doctor.  
 Their last adventure had been strange. Jamie still couldn’t fully understand what had happened. It began on a 
space station. Jamie had said to the Doctor it was like twenty castles in the sky. The Doctor had been kidnapped and 
another tall man with blonde curly hair had appeared and claimed that he was the Doctor. Jamie hadn’t understood it, but 
there was something about this new Doctor that was familiar. New but old. The people who had kidnapped his Doctor 
turned him into an Androgum. Jamie gathered from the blonde Doctor that Androgums were cannibals and liked eating 
anything that moved. Jamie and the other Doctor found his Doctor in a restaurant. His Doctor had looked like an 
Androgum but that disappeared and they had all gone their separate ways. The blonde Doctor and Peri and the Doctor 
and himself. After that Jamie had assumed that everything was now back to normal. Until they had began travelling again.  
 The Doctor had first begun eating a lot more. Jamie had remembered that the Doctor didn’t do that very much. It 
used to be difficult to persuade the Doctor to tell him where he could find something to eat. After a week, Jamie had 
become worried. The Doctor had put on weight and didn’t seem to remember Jamie was there.  
 One night when Jamie was tidying his room, the Doctor had walked in. His face was pale and drawn. His eyes 
were red and had rings under them. His skin seemed rough and looked like parchment. His mop of thick black hair was 
damp and ruffled. Jamie had nearly fallen off his feet had it not been for his strong Jacobite sensibility. The Doctor had 
noticed Jamie’s reaction and cast his sad eyes to the floor.  
 “Jamie,” the Doctor whispered his voice cracking with the pain inside him. “What’s happenin’ to ye, Doctor?” Jamie 
asked.  
 The Doctor wavered drunkenly and sat down onto Jamie’s bed his strength fading. “The genetic material Dastari 
implanted is still in me,” the Doctor explained. Jamie sat down beside his old friend.  

“Is there anythin’ I can do?” Jamie asked knowing that this was beyond his comprehension. He had come to 
realise that the Doctor had so much knowledge and even he was having trouble beating the infection that was now 
attacking him. The Doctor closed his eyes.  

“I have to fight this, Jamie. Otherwise it will destroy who I am forever. I might go into a coma. If I do, don’t be 
anxious. I will be all right,” the Doctor sighed heavily as a tear slid down his face. Frustrated, he wiped it away with his 
sleeve. Jamie could sense the pain and despair in his old friend. You can’t be brave all the time, he remembered someone 
saying. Jamie placed his hand on the Doctor’s shoulder.           

“Dunna worry, Doctor. Ye the bravest wee chappie I have eva known,” Jamie said trying to sound cheerful.  
That was weeks ago. The Doctor had returned to his room in the TARDIS and fallen into a coma. Jamie had 

checked the Doctor everyday since and nothing seemed to change. Jamie wished he knew what was happening to his 
friend. Jamie felt powerless to help. He wanted to do something. Fight with the Doctor. But he knew that was impossible. 
He knew all he could do was wait and hope that the Doctor would come out on top.  

 

The Doctor floated in an empty void. He had no idea how he had got there or how long he ’d been there. But one 
thing he did know. He was not alone. He looked up and saw a grotesque image of himself. It was like looking into a 
distorted mirror at the circus. The other image had thick orange eyebrows and his forehead protruded forward. It ’s skin 
was grey and the body frame had more weight then his own. The Doctor shuddered. This was the part of him that was 
infected by the Androgum genetic material. The Androgum infection.  

The Androgum Doctor smiled with a savage glint in his eyes. This was what was attacking him. The Androgum 
side was fighting back. The dominance was rejected but the genetic material still remained. The Doctor had to fight this 
infection. But he had so little strength left. It was too strong and something about the Androgum Doctor’s smile told him 
that he knew it too.  

“You can’t fight me,” the Androgum Doctor growled. “I can and I will beat you,” the Doctor shouted trying to sound 
braver than he felt.  

The Androgum Doctor let out a rough growling sound and the Doctor realised he was laughing at him.  
“Your bluff is called. I know you better than you think,” the Androgum Doctor said with a sly grin on his face.  
The Doctor sighed inwardly. This Androgum monstrosity was right. He couldn’t fight this thing on his own.  
Suddenly there was a flash of light that flooded the void momentarily. Another figure appeared. It was a man of 

medium height and build wearing a brown coat, checked trousers, a question mark pull over and Pandora. The man ’s face 
was heavily lined and his eyes sparkled with intelligence. The Doctor took one look at him and knew exactly whom this 
new arrival was. It was himself.  

“What’s going on here?” the new arrival asked in a slight Scottish accent. He then noticed the Androgum Doctor 
and sighed. “I’m still infected are we?” he asked the Doctor. The Doctor nodded. His other self had guessed.  

“Sixth regeneration,” he said shaking the Doctor’s hand. This version of himself seemed to understand. At least 
there was one version of himself that was almost as clever as he was.     

More flashes erupted into the blackness and more figures appeared. There was a tall man with a shock of white 
hair wearing a velvet smoking jacket. A tall slender man with fair hair dressed as an Edwardian cricketer. A tall man with a 
mass of brown curls and an extraordinarily long multi-coloured scarf. And that other one.  The version of himself that he 
had dealt with before. The Doctor looked away ashamed. The Seventh Doctor felt his earlier self’s unease. It was always 
difficult confronting himself with a problem.  

The Fifth Doctor looked directly at the Seventh. A question and answer passed between them. Then as one, the 
Doctors noticed the Androgum Doctor who seemed to be gaining more strength from the meeting. The Sixth Doctor looked 
at the Androgum Doctor with disgust.  
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          by Kerry Irvin-Lister 
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   The Androgum Infection 

 
“Don’t’ tell me he’s still here,” he spat. The Fourth Doctor floated forward for a closer look.  
“Handsome looking chap. Perhaps he’s waiting for a bus?” the Fourth Doctor said cheerily. “It seems to me that 

not all of me has a part in defeating this thing,” the Third Doctor mumbled with the mysterious air that all the Doctors 
could relate to. The Sixth Doctor grunted and moved away. The Seventh Doctor noticed and moved towards him.  

“It’s you isn’t it?” the Seventh Doctor asked lowering his brow in accusation. The other Doctors stopped and 
looked. The Sixth Doctor faced his later self furiously.  

“Why should I fight something that wasn’t my doing? He allowed himself to be captured by the Sontarans and 
then allowed them to implant that Androgum thing into me. He caused all the mess in the first place and he should deal 
with it himself,” the Sixth Doctor shouted pointing his finger and the Second Doctor. The Second Doctor’s face harden 
with anger.  

“You are as stubborn as you are stupid,” the Fifth Doctor snapped. “Speaks the part of me who was the most 
annoying and pathetic of all my lives!” the Sixth Doctor shouted with venom in his voice.  

The tension between the Fifth and Sixth Doctors was more than just his usual bickering, the Second Doctor 
thought to himself. There was a deeper bitterness. A severe clashing of differences which the Seventh Doctor knew only 
too well. The Seventh Doctor raised his hand in the air and moved in between them to stop them going any further.  

“You realise of course that this is your fault,” the Seventh Doctor explained calmly facing the Sixth Doctor. The 
Sixth Doctor shot the Seventh a lightening glance.  

“My fault?!” he shouted flabbergasted. “Well of course it is,” the Seventh Doctor continued. “Your vanity and 
pride has jeopardised my future. If you were not such a selfish version of me, I could have expelled this Androgum     
infection sooner,” the Seventh Doctor explained containing his anger.  

“I agree,” the Third Doctor stated. “You were the most difficult and painful regeneration. It took the combined 
effort of us all to stop you going down the wrong path,” the Fifth Doctor chipped in. “After all. He is you,” the Fourth     
Doctor said pointing to the Second Doctor. “What happens to him will happen to you,”  

The Sixth Doctor looked around him defeated. There was nothing worse than being prosecuted by himself. His 
tall, strong frame slumped. He had known deep down that he felt very different in this regeneration. Not at all like his usu-
al self.  

“Of course I have my faults. Not even I am perfect. We’re not here to attack a part of me which is different from 
what I would like to be. He has a perfect right to do what he feels. As are we all,” the Fourth Doctor said moving in front of 
his older self. 

“You have to think about yourself at some stage,” the Sixth Doctor said over the Fourth Doctor’s shoulder.  
The other Doctors nodded their heads in agreement. Somewhere along his life the Doctor had felt superior and 

important. It was present in all of his regenerations even more so in his fifth regeneration.  
The Second Doctor moved into the conversation. “I cannot fight this alone. You all know very well that I do not 

admit defeat. Every part of me is needed to fight. Otherwise, this thing will be in me forever,”     
The Doctors looked at each other. Silent nods of agreement passed between them. Finally they turned to the 

Sixth Doctor. The anger and rage returned to his face. This time it was directed at the Androgum Doctor. “This is the last I 
want to see of you,” he spat.  

As the Doctors formed a circle around the Androgum Doctor they concentrated as one as they aimed their    
defences at the Androgum. The Androgum Doctor began twisting trying to find a way out. Its body began pulsing and 
twisting like melting plastic. A horrible shriek emanated from the twisted form. The Doctors continued their attack. The 
void became brighter and brighter. A human scream was coming over the top of the shriek drowning it out. It seemed to 
deafen the Androgum and block it out.  

 

The Doctor jumped up with a start. His hair and clothes were drenched with sweat. He brought his hand up to 
his face studying in a mirror in front of him. Apart from being withdrawn and exhausted he looked all right. With the help 
of every part of him he had defeated the Androgum infection once and for all.  

“Jamie?” the Doctor shouted. His voice was sore and raspy. He realised it was him screaming out over the    
Androgum.  

Jamie rushed into the room hearing the Doctor’s shouting. The Doctor smiled at his young assistant. Jamie 
looked worn out and tired. The Doctor guessed that he had been waiting for him to recover.  

“Better now?” Jamie asked a sparkle returning to his eye. “Yes Jamie. Much better,” the Doctor beamed.  
Jamie had retired to bed on the Doctor’s request. He hadn’t protested. He could barely stand without falling 

asleep. When he woke, he dressed and wandered to the console room. The Doctor was busy writing in his 500-year dia-
ry. He looked up and smiled at Jamie. The old childish twinkle had returned to his eyes.  

“So everythin’s back to normal ae?” Jamie asked. The Doctor hesitated. “Well, it’s funny you should say that, 
Jamie. You see, I am actually writing it all down for future reference,” the Doctor closed the diary and stuffed in into his 
pocket.  

“You see I’ll have to face that thing again one day Jamie and I want to remember how close I came to danger,” 
the Doctor explained trying not to sound too grave. “Also I want to remember that it is important to think about myself at 
times,”  

Jamie shrugged. What could he say? He couldn’t image having something from an alien in him. He didn’t want 
to explore the possibility at all. The Doctor clapped his hands and rubbed them together a mischievous grin spreading on 
his face.   

“Enough of that anyway. Now then, where shall we go?” the Doctor asked grinning broadly. Jamie found himself 
smiling too.  

“You never change, do ye Doctor?” Jamie asked. Jamie slapped the Doctor on the shoulder.  
“Oh I do. Several times,”  

by Kerry Irvin-Lister 
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 Well Susan started a trend that many a companion took to heart; leaving for love. Not 
that she managed to have a say in the matter as the Doctor, her grandfather, simply locked 
her out of the TARDIS, gave a heartfelt speech, then dematerialised his ship. Ah, young love 
rebuilding a Dalek devastated world.  Well, it would keep them busy. That said, both Ian and 
Barbra would also be busy when they finally managed to return to their own time, albeit 
three years later. I would enjoy hearing the explanation of how the two teachers disappeared 
with a student, only to return without her. The tabloids would have a field day. 
 

 In a surprisingly touching way, Vicky decides to slide away from the distracted Doctor 
to stay behind, a millennia before her time, with her prince. Quite risky really, as she needs 
to prove to him that she did not betray him. Indeed, she must also leave her own identity 
behind to live the life of Cressida. Quite a pity this story no longer survives. 
  

 Now for the next two companions, their departure led neither to love nor office. While 
her status as a companion may fall under contention to some, Katrina deserves a place 
thanks to her sacrifice. Trapped in an airlock with a man of ill repute, Katrina waited until she 
could stand no more dialog before breaking free of her captor’s hold to open the outer door. 
Nature abhors a vacuum, as did Katrina. Still, her death did have meaning; it left Steven 
standing in shock, Vyon brushing it off as painless (not so sure about that), and the Doctor 
reciting a poignant eulogy. Sara did not receive quite so much. Indeed, after finally defeating 
the Daleks, she simply collapses exhausted and sinks into the dust. The time disruptor eats 
away at her life, leaving her thin, skeletal. Steven tries and fails to save her as he did the 
Doctor. They both leave victorious and defeated. 
 

 As for Steven, he fell somewhat reluctantly into the life of politics. Still, when you 
receive enough encouragement and can start as the leader, why say no. Steven admittedly 
came second in the impromptu poll, but thankfully the Doctor declined the position. 
Somehow I think if the series turned into a political drama between the Elders and the 
Savages led by the Doctor, we may not be talking of this series to this day. At lease Steven 
won in the end; he seemed to cop a rough ride in the TARDIS, starting off as a captive of the 
Daleks, before going through a string of wars and hardships. 
 

 Winning the award for worst writing comes the farewell of Dodo. At the end of 
episode two, the Doctor cleared her mind of all hypnotic suggestions which controlled her 
actions. After quite rightly being prescribed some rest, Dodo departs for a country cottage. 
Not a peep, no sight or sound, came from her until she thoughtfully sent a message at the 
end of the fourth episode saying that she rather liked it down there and she planed to stay. 
Well really, can you imagine that in the new series? Did Rose send a letter from the parallel 
dimension saying that her headache cleared up, but thinks she might stay anyway? Did 
Martha just fall in love with another Doctor and leave for an ordinary life? Still, that shameful 
ending did not repeat for Ben and Polly. Having joined after the woeful departure of Dodo, 
they decided to leave when they arrived home the same day they left. Quite logical really, a 
surprise to both themselves and the Doctor. 
 

 Catching Jamie, though not the Doctor off guard, Victoria’s choice to leave came 
reluctantly. This parting came not through love, duty, necessity, or practicality; no, Victoria 
could not take the life any more. This reason felt both right and reluctant, poor Jamie took it 
badly. I hardly blame him, but this probably marked the first hard departure for a companion, 
one that fit the character and left a hole behind in the TARDIS crew. Now admittedly this 
void soon filled with Zoe, but I am sure Jamie still missed her. Jamie and Zoe, two of the 
most popular companions, left in a most memorable way. In arguably the landmark story of 
the series, the Timelords, not content in simply sending back the two companions to their 
respective time periods, erased their memories of the Doctor and their travels. In a Donna-
esque move, there suddenly came a price for travelling with the Doctor. 
 

 With the previous writers keen eye on character development and meaning, it came 
as a disappointment to have Liz Shaw written off in a passing line. The Doctor does seem 
suitably annoyed, though I suspect that came more from his bumbling new assistant than his 
former companion waddling off to Cambridge without so much as a by-your-leave. Still, tears 
finally fell when Jo came to depart. Love for a man not dissimilar to the Doctor took this 
companion’s heart. Seeing the Doctor drive off alone in the dark did show the loneliness of 
the Timelord for possibly the first time. 
  

 As for the Brigadier, Benton, and Yates, the general fan consensus rules that they do 
not fall under the banner of companions, more the ‘UNIT family”. This does not quite apply to 
Harry, though his departure seems more of a practicality due to his UNIT work. Yates gets a 
better send off as a traitor, Benton fades away, and the Brigadier, well, he just does not 
know when to quit! The last companion of the UNIT era, Sarah Jane, fell victim to Timelord 
rules and regulations. Neither the Doctor nor his companion chose this exit, but humans 
were forbidden from the halls of Gallifrey. Naturally the Doctor dropped her off in the wrong 
town, but he did hope to meet her again. Indeed, Sarah Jane survived better than most other 
companions; her spin-off series and tin dog proves that! 
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 Leela decides to shock the doctor with her whirlwind romance to a man she just met, 
K9 also decided to jump ship, to look after his mistress. Alone in the TARDIS the Doctor 
utters “I’ll miss you too, savage”, before looking with glee at a box stamped K9 Mark II. This 
ready made companion leaves with Romana II, who initially regenerated as an excuse to 
expand her wardrobe. Once some depth fills this shallowness, Romana II disembarked with 
a noble cause - to free a race from slavery. She receives the second K9 as a tool to aid her 
on this endeavour. Leaving E-Space alone, the Doctor fails to retain that solitude for long. 
 

 Death befalls the next companion in a futile gesture, but Adric manages genocide as 
he wipes out countless species of dinosaurs thanks to his impact. Due to this thoughtless 
action, the Doctor refuses to go back in time, or even use the TARDIS within the current 
timeline, to save him. Nyssa, after being shaken by an illness that caused her to take of 
layer after layer of clothes, chose a hard life by remaining to rebuild a proper hospital on 
Terminus. Her other travelling companion, Turlough hits the jackpot with a proper end, tying 
up his back story neatly by being able to return to his home after discovering that he would 
no longer be imprisoned for political views. Kamelion, the failed companion dies by the 
hands of Peri and the Doctor. They essentially give him an electronic heart attack; the price 
for being led by the Master. 
 

 Now two endings exist for Peri, the first and by far most preferable received a swift 
death from a hail of bullets after a reptilian creature inhabited her body. The second, horrific 
fate worse than death came if the Master told the truth and the poor, defeated Peri married 
Brian ‘Bad Wolf’ Blessed. I shudder at the mere thought. Mel continues her life’s work of 
busting chops by leaving the Doctor to travel and control a rouge swindler. The Doctor does 
not need much convincing to let her go. As for Ace? She’s got work to do! 

Companion Planet of Origin Story of Origin Departure Story Story of Departure 

Susan Gallifrey: Earth 63 An Unearthly Child Earth 2164 Dalek Invasion of Earth 

Barbara Earth 1963 An Unearthly Child Earth 1966 The Chase 

Ian Earth 1963 An Unearthly Child Earth 1966 The Chase 

Vicki Earth 2493 (Dido) The Rescue Earth 1184 BC The Myth Makers 

Steven E 2265 Mechanus The Chase Planet in future The Savages 

Katarina Earth 1184 BC The Myth Makers Died c4000 The Daleks’ Master Plan 

Sara Earth c4000 The Dalek Master Plan Died on Kembal The Daleks’ Master Plan 

Dodo Earth 1966 The Massacre Earth 1966 The War Machines 

Polly Earth 1966 The War Machines Earth 1966 The Faceless Ones 

Ben Earth 1966 The War Machines Earth 1966 The Faceless Ones 

Jamie Earth 1746 The Highlanders Earth 1746 The War Games 

Victoria Earth 1866 The Evil of the Daleks Earth 1975 Fury from the Deep 

Zoe Earth 2068 The Wheel in Space Earth 2068 The War Games 

Liz Earth c1970 Spearhead from Space Earth c1970 Inferno 

Jo Earth c1970 Terror of the Autons Earth c1970 The Green Death 

Sarah Jane Earth c1980 The Time Warrior Earth c1980 The Hand of Fear 

Harry Earth c1970 Robot Earth c1970 Terror of the Zygons 

Leela Planet in future The Face of Evil Gallifrey The Invasion of Time 

K9 Mk I & II Titan c5000 The Invisible Enemy E Space Warrior’s Gate 

Romana I Gallifrey The Ribos Operation Regenerated The Armageddon Factor 

Romana II Regenerated Destiny of the Daleks E Space Warrior’s Gate 

Adric (ES) Alzurius Full Circle Died Earth 65mBC Earth Shock 

Nyssa Traken The Keeper of Traken Terminus 3483 Terminus 

Tegan Earth 1981 Logopolis Earth 1984 Resurrection of the Daleks 

Turlough Trion (E1983) Mawdryn Undead Trion Planet of Fire 

Peri Earth 1984 Planet of Fire Died ThorusB 2379 Mindwarp 

Melanie Earth c1980 Terror of the Vervoids Svartos c2m Dragonfire 

Ace Earth (Svartos) Dragonfire Perivale Survival 
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 Coming soon thanks to some tedious and technical work, David Rochwerger’s new DWCV website 
shall be up in time for the Christmas special. Indeed, by the time this festive treat graces television and 
computer screens alike, you will be able to review it on our main website. Thanks to a fully interactive site, 
members of our club will be able to upload their own reviews, comment on news, and look at back issues of 
Sonic Screwdriver.  
 The whole experience of the website will expand your interactivity with the club, breaching the limited 
bounds of the previous, current, website. We shall have our own server, a member database, and hopefully a 
new community to complement our forum and Facebook group.  
 So what exactly can you expect to see? Well for starters there shall be exclusive and unedited Sonic 
Screwdriver content, a bad wolf, archives of Sonic Screwdriver available in PDF form for download, (going 
back as far as we have the back issues to scan), previews of what will be appearing, competitions running 
parallel with Sonic Screwdriver, frequently updated meeting details specially including the local group 
meetings, and  member submissions with reviews. 
 The level of interactivity will be most 
impressive and while you probably will need to 
log in, the content will be free to all members. 
Most exciting will be the ability for people to 
add their opinions to the news, story reviews, 
Sonic content, and the like. This may have 
been available on message boards for a while, 
but the style provided here flows in a far more 
natural form. 
 As I said earlier, the wait for this site will 
be a few weeks after you receive this issue, but 
if you have provided your e-Mail to the club, 
then we shall inform you of the grand opening. 
Any ideas you have regarding content you 
would like to see will be most welcome, please 
contact the webmaster. You will also notice a 
new style of e-Mail address for committee 
members, all ending in @DWCV.org.au to 
keep things simple and allow for seamless 
transition for when committee change each 
year. Please use these for future contact.  

 

 

MUSIC PLAY GAMES/DVDs 
 50 Bourke Street,  Melbourne 

 9650-0652 
 

They stock an interesting range of all the obscure DVDs and boxed sets we like, new and used, that are harder to get 
elsewhere. They have offered us 5% off their already favourable prices (floor stock only). Show your membership card to 
Rex, and he'll look after you. 
 

CARD MANIA/ POPCULTCHA 
111 Ryrie Street,  Geelong, 3220  

5229-1992 
 

They are especially good for 12" radio-controlled Daleks, and often have "not quite right" models at a fraction of the price, 
if you're prepared to have a fault that is usually simple and repairable. They have offered us a generous 15% on all full-
price stock for your FIRST purchase then 10% ongoing, and have given us an online code DRWHOCLUB. 

Website is www.popcultcha.com 

Welcome to our new Sponsors! 

http://www.popcultcha.com
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Mission to the Unknown 

Meeting Details 

LOCAL GROUPS: 
 

ASHBURTON  ~ Sunday 14th December ~  2-5pm     10 Dunlop Street, Ashburton.  Hosted by Natalie. 
Please bring a plate of goodies for afternoon tea.  Call or email Judith McGinness to confirm (details below). 

 

WILLIAMSTOWN  ~  New Year’s Eve  ~  Robot’s Picnic at Williamstown Botanic Gardens 
The Esplanade, opposite the Kiosk on the beach.  4-8pm  stay till midnight if you wish!    

BYO everything and don’t forget the Robot!   (Look out for our new banner!)  
Also confirm attendance with Judith McGinness if possible. 

 
 

~ 
 

HALL MEETING DETAILS: 
All Northcote Town Hall meetings will include entertainment for children. If you still have milk teeth, then 
you can be part of the fun - any meeting will be an ideal place to see the changes to the club as they will be 
a day of play for all ages! Food and drink will be available to purchase as will other goodies. 

 

November 23rd - La Porchetta - 1:00 to 3:30 
308 Victoria Street, North Melbourne 

Pizza & Pasta Lunch - 45th Anniversary Celebration 
Members welcome to hang around for city crawl afterwards 

Bookings are required to secure a seat so please contact our events organiser immediately, however, all 
are welcome to attend without booking but seats may be in short supply if unbooked! 

Send a text to 0414 245 858 or eMail Paul_Lenkic@hotmail.com telling him your number. 
 

November 29th - Geelong Meeting - 12:00 to 5:00 
Guide Hall - 33 Myers Street - Geelong 

5 to 10 minute walk from Geelong Station.  Joint SFIGG meeting with Doctor Who trivia quiz! 
 

December 20th -  Christmas Party  - 10:00 to 5:00 
Northcote Town Hall - 189 High Street - Rooftop - Mel 30 E9 

Christmas Party with the usual fun, games, auction, and scandals.  Members enter for $8.00, non-members 
for the higher price of $11.00.  There will be a fantastic door prize available and you can join on the day. 

 

March 21st 2009 
 

First Contact Convention 
Staring Fifth Doctor Peter Davison 

9:00 to 5:00 tickets from $80 
Venue yet to be announced 

 

www.firstcontactconventions.com.au 

 

President 
Judith McGinness 

president@dwcv.org.au 
0412 947 012 

Vice President 
Craig Hill 

v-president@dwcv.org.au 
0412 877 120 

Secretary 
Kerry Hughes 

secretary@dwcv.org.au 
0438 099617 

Treasurer 
Graham Phillips 

treasurer@dwcv.org.au 
0421 864 523 

Sonic Editors 
Michael Young & Ian A. Chapman 

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 
0430 070 575 

Events Organiser 
Paul Lenkic 

events@dwcv.org.au 
0414 245 858 

Club Liaison 
Jason Grasso 

liaison@dwcv.org.au 

Junior Officer 
David Ross 

j-officer@dwcv.org.au 

Web Master 
David Rochwerger 

webmaster@dwcv.org.au 

Please welcome Kerry Hughes to the position of Secretary, who officially took over the role to allow 
Ian time to focus on administrating the database and causing Michael headaches on Sonic. 

Committee Companions 
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River Song’s Photo Diary  ~ Spoilers ! 


